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 Jennifer Breuer:I love my Droid X 

  Sharon Yang:What os AT&T mobile use? 

  Sharon Yang:ok and thanks 

  Mary Faith Chmiel:That's the commercial 

  nancy madacsiretty neat 

  Jennifer Breuer:wow, that's amazing 

  Hope Preston:Holy cow! 

  Jennifer Breuer:i know what i want for my birthday 

  Joan Divor:mee toooo 

  Liz Burns:sweet 

  Mary Faith Chmiel:How much??? 

  Joanne Roukens:how much battery life? 

  Jill Eisner:what does this cost? 

  Joan Divorrobably depends on data plan 

  nancy madacsirice? 

  Hanna Blattid you guys see the tv commercial for this? 

  Joan Divor:no 

  Jennifer Servello:if phone is on dock, will dock charge phone if unit is plugged in? 

  Rebecca Hodd:I caught the end of the commercial and hope to see it again. 

  Mary Faith Chmiel:can we buy this with BTOP $$?? 

  Pat Morrow:My Droid has taken the place of my iTouch; except for battery use it's fine. 

Read a book that showed me how to put documents on it... 

  Sophie  Brookover 2:Here's the link: 

http://www.att.com/shop/wireless/devices/motorola-

atrix.jsp?WT.srch=1#fbid=S6bIkprqljf 

  Liz Burns:sophie, here is a more specific NFB & phone list 

http://www.nfb.org/nfb/Technology_Resource_List1.asp#MP 

  Sophie  Brookover 2:Thank you, Liz! :-) 

  Hanna Blatt:Very funny, guy at a security check in an airport trying to explain what this 

is... 

  nancy madacsi:How much is the monthly cost? 

  Joan Divor:yeah - how much is data plan monthly? 

  Sophie  Brookover 2:Nancy, you'd have to check w/AT&T. I think they did away with 

their unlimited data plan recently. 

  Sophie  Brookover 2:You pay on a tiered scale based on usage. 

  nancy madacsi:How does band with work with these? Is there a limit? 

  nancy madacsioes it cost more if you use more ban witdth? 

  Kathryn Landiso flash drives work on tablets? 

  Joan Divor:unreal data especially during recession 

  Jennifer Sidie:@Kathyrn..not on the ipad...at least the original model. 
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  Anile Martinez:Can ipad be used as phone? 

  Joan Divoro we see them usurping e readers? 

  Kathryn Landis:ok, thanks 

  Sophie  Brookover 2:Anile, no. 

  Anile Martinez:thanks 

  Sophie  Brookover 2:Not in the traditional sense -- you can do video chat, though! 

  Sophie  Brookover 2:Or go online & make an internet phone call using Google Voice or 

Skype. 

  Matt Latham:we offer iPads for borrowing in-library that have magazine subscriptions 

on them 

  Marguerite Dugas:We have people downloading ebooks to tablets  

  Anile Martinezoes ipad 1 have camera built in? 

  Marguerite Dugas:and mobile devices 

  Liz Burns:i have patrons who use the ipad b/c of the voiceover/increase text for books 

  Jennifer Sidie:no camera in ipad 1 

  nancy madacsi:We also have people downloading books to Ipad 

  Susan Clarkeople with tablets have a difficult time connecting to our WiFi network.  Do 

they connect differently from PCs? 

  Jennifer Breuer:Isn't the Xoom very expensive? 

  Joan Walsh:I have done online weeding using the ipad 

  Liz Burns:isn't there an issue w/ Kindle books and the apple products? some change? 

  Jennifer Breuer:I heard about $1600. 

  Jennifer Breuer:nevermind 

  Joan Divor:kindle books not compatible w. overdrive...but I hear may change 

  Joan Divoroes it matter if your tablet and smart phone have diff operating systems? 

  Sophie  Brookover 2:Joan, you can share files across different platforms using a cloud 

service like Dropbox (www.dropbox.com) 

  Joan Divor:thx sophie 

  Peter Bromberg:Loves me my dropbox! 

  nancy madacsi:Are they planning to add functions that will let a student type a 

 research apper? in APA style? 

  Sophie  Brookover 2:Nancy, were you referring to a particular tablet? Or just asking 

about tablets in general? 

  nancy madacsi:Tablets/Smartphone in general 

  Joan Divor:There are no barriers to using library online resources/databases on these 

tablets, right? 

  nancy madacsi:Is it an app 

  Joan Divor:unreal 

  Joan Divor:what % are free? 

  Joan Divor:and Apple gets a cut of $ right? 

  Kathryn Landis:so, no freebies then? 

  Sophie  Brookover 2:no free submissions to app store, but many apps are free. 

  Liz Burns:isn't this 30 percent the issue now w/ kindle apps? 
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  Joan Divor:Guys w. ipads:  do you no longer need a laptop - does ipad take its place? 

  Kelly Garwood:games 

  nancy madacsi:game 

  Rebecca Hodd:games 

  Liz Burns:most popular app....plants v zombies 

  Jennifer Servello:games 

  Mary Faith Chmiel:No, you're paying for Apple to be the distributor - they're providing 

your conduit (ie like an old-time book distributor!) 

  nancy madacsi:angry birds 

  Martha Hickson:games: angry birds 

  Jennifer Breuer:angry birds 

  Joan Divor:angry birds 

  Lisa Cohn:music 

  Nathalia Bermudez:social networking 

  Mary Faith Chmiel:YEAH! 

  Jennifer Breuer:books!? yay! 

  Lisa Cohn:yay 

  Hope Preston:Wow! 

  Liz Burns:ha ha, team book 

  Joan Divor:WOW! Here is an opportunity guys! 

  Rebecca Hodd:Couldn't prove it by our students. Amazing! 

  Kathryn Landis:There's hope for this country yet. 

  Jennifer Sidie:@Joan...the ipad hasn't completely taken the place of my computer. 

  Joan Divor:thanx 4 ur answer 

  Lanora Melillo:@Joan I decided not to get the ipod because I'm a flash drive girl 

  Lanora Melillo:*ipad 

  Joan Divor:ipad - no place for flash drive on ipad? 

  Jennifer Sidie:no 

  Joan Divor:ok thanks 

  Joan Divor:thanks for the advice! 

  Lanora Melillo:I use dropbox too, but I like carrying my info with me 

  Joan Divor:Yeah - if you carry it with you, there's always that lovely possibility that 

you'll lose it someplace...wouldn't want to miss that! ;-0 

  Joan Divor:i mean ;-) 

  Lanora Melillo:  very true.   

  Jennifer Sidie:LOL..our lost & found is full of flash drives 

  Joan Divor:Are these easy to create for NON-programmers?? 

  Joan Divor:not for a really long time 

  Joan Divor:yes, a while ago 

  Rebecca Hodd:An interview with an 11 yr old App builder...asked why? to be 

famous...not to make money...HMMM. 

  Joan Divor:but the $$ will follow... 

  Rebecca Hodd:His were all free 
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  Liz Burns:well, the 11 year old doesn' thave to worry about the rent right now. so fame 

is better/ 

  Jennifer Sidie:married to a programmer...got to get him on this :-) 

  Joan Divor:that's cause his parents are supporting him now 

  Liz Burns:sophie, does LLNJ have a webinar planned on creating/making apps? 

  Joan Divor:Liz has a good idea there! 

  Jennifer Breuer:that would be great 

  Hanna Blatt:Should each library write it's own app or should it be thru the system? 

  Joanne Roukens:Liz - that's a topic we've been discussing.  We wanted to have Jason 

first before we proceed. 

  Liz Burns:joanne, great! I'm loving the LLNJ webinars! 

  Joan Divor:maybe we can cooperate and SHARE apps 

  Joanne Roukens:Yes, Joan!  We've been discussing this. 

  Joan Divor:Canu give some examples of "rich experiences" relative to libraries? 

  Peter Bromberg:SPL and Topeka/Shawnee use Boopsie.  Gorgeous apps.  But 

expensive. :-( 

  Peter Bromberg:Boopsie cost: $6000 to develop app; $4000 annual fee thereafter. 

  Joan Divor:ouch 

  Mary Faith Chmiel:WHAT??? 

  Jennifer Sidie:wow 

  Hope Preston:That's incredible! 

  Kathryn Landis:copywrite nightmare! 

  Joan Divorublishers will freak out 

  nancy madacsi:will make it totally worth it 

  Joan Divor:that would mean no more borrowing 

  nancy madacsi:but you only need one physical object and patron can create their own 

digital object 

  Kathryn Landis:Now THAT I want a piece of! 

  Rebecca Hodd:LOL 

  Joanne Roukens:LOL! 

  Joan Divor:we gotta fight that #3 

  KathyMulholland:and I'm over 35...!  

  Joanne Roukens:You bet, Joan! 

  Joan Divor:I'm way over 35 

  KathyMulholland:I like tech; the geek factor keeps us young....maybe. 

  Joan Divor:WE are at the 2.5%; but our budgets are laggards 

  Lisa Cohn:my patrons are still using stone tablets and chisels 

  Peter Bromberg:We need to have them volunteer to teach classes :-) 

  Joanne Roukens:Love it!! 

  Kelly Garwood:groovy 

  Joan DivorOWER TO THE PEOPLE 

  KathyMulholland:Burnt orange, avocado green, harvest gold! 

  Liz Burns:what is going on with her outfit? 
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  Joanne Roukens:It's the latest in fabulous aprons! 

  Linda Hoffman:I think it's an apron 

  Hope Preston:Is it a fancy apron? 

  Joan Divor:june cleaver 

  Mary Faith Chmiel:should have been selling the apron instead! 

  Kathryn Landis:She made an apron out of leftover wallpaper. 

  Melissa Hasbrouck:Her red shirts look like something from Star Trek 

  KathyMulholland:soo...avoid honeywell but not honey comb. 

  Jill Eisner:Looks like Betty Draper's kitchen 

  KathyMulholland:Cute. 

  Hope Preston:This was very interesting! 

  Joanne Roukenslease ask your questions of Jason! 

  Anile Martinez:Are there sites where app use for libraries are shared? 

  Sharon Yango yo you have the link to a recording of this presentation? 

  Joan Divor:Can u give some examples of ''rich experiences'' relative to libraries? 

  Linda Hoffmanropbox.com??? 

  Joanne Roukens:Sharon - that will be sent out soon. I first have to prep it. 

  KathyMulholland:Recommendations for a low-tech (overall) library to move into Library 

2.0 in terms of tech?  Baby steps level advice. 

  nancy madacsi:What would be the top priority service?  

  Joanne Roukens:That would be great. 

  Sharon Yang:OK. Thanks. I am waiting to see a recording of this. This is a very good 

presentation. I knew nothing about mobile 

  nancy madacsi:Could you send us a list of you examples? 

  Dale Spindel:Would love a part II of this program to actually show us some apps that 

would make sense for typical public library use. 

  Jennifer Sidie:agree with Dale 

  Emily Skrezec:jason thank you so much.  This was really great and I am going to be 

able to talk to several tech people in my school about this and how we can jump ahead 

of the curve 

  Joanne Roukens:http://www.libsuccess.org/index.php?title=M-

Libraries#Mobile_applications 

  Anile Martinez:Use for high school libraries? 

  Joan Divor:thx 

  Joan Divor:Library cooperative should help us form a skunkworks for developing, 

sharing, and piloting apps 

  Susan Clarkeople with tablets have a difficult time connecting to our WiFi network.  Do 

they connect differently from PCs? 

  nancy madacsi:Since apps are so expensive to develop, would this be a consortium 

project 

  Rebecca Hodd:Gotta go. Thanks so much. 

  Joan Divor:yes, exactly 

  Susan Clark:iPad 

http://www.libsuccess.org/index.php?title=M-Libraries#Mobile_applications
http://www.libsuccess.org/index.php?title=M-Libraries#Mobile_applications
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  Anne Meany:Thank you. 

  Susan Clark:They find the secure network, not the unsecured one. 

  Joan Divor:maybe njsl can help 

  Martha Perry Liu:Thank you! 

  Mary Faith Chmiel:thanks!! 

  Jennifer Sidie:terrific presentation...thank you! 

  Anile Martinez:Thank you 

  Liz Burns:thanks 

  Richard Potter:thanks 

  Jill Eisner:Thanks! 

  Nathalia Bermudez:great webinar - waiting for part II 

  zana etter:wonderul presentation..thanks! 

  Kelly Garwood:thank you  

  Joan Divor:Thank u it was very good learning xperience 

  Yingting Zhang:Thanks a lot, Jason, for a wonderful presentation. 

  Shirley Horbatt:thank you! 

  nancy madacsi:Thanks was very interesting 

  Ma Lei Hsieh:Thank you! This is very interesting and informative. 

  Susan Clark:Thanks, I learned a lot 

  KathyMulholland:Thx all. 

  Joan Walsh:Great job! Thanks. 

  Linda Hoffman:Thank you! 

  Hanna Blatt:Thanks bye 

  Rosemary Donoghue:Thank You  very much 

  Peter Bromberg:Thank you! 

  Lisa Cohn:now i want a superphone 

  Maria Deptula:Thank you 

  Sharon Yang:Thank you very much 

  Jason Griffey:Thank you everyone! 

  Sharon Yang:I like webinar. Please offer more 

  Jennifer Breuer:Thanks! 

  Jason Griffeylease feel free to follow up, and maybe I'll see you at ALA Annual. :-) 

  Jason Griffey:Bye! 

  Susan D'Ottavio:Thanks, everyone! 

  Jay Chatterjee:Thanks a lot! 

  Karen Kilpatrick:Thanks very, very much! 

 


